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The UK pursued a sovereignty-first Brexit. Having prioritised regulatory autonomy over market access to
the EU and a frictionless border between Great Britain and Northern Ireland, the UK government is now
trying to make sense of its newfound freedoms. To date, there have been at least 50 different initiatives
across the government looking at changes to EU-derived rules. Yet there has been no single strategy for
what divergence really means for the UK, what economic costs it could bring and what new choices it
could entail for the future of the union. This policy paper looks at the UK’s opportunities for regulatory
divergence after Brexit and sets out new choices that the government must consider when deciding upon
regulatory change.

Brexit is initiating the biggest change to the UK regulatory regime in a generation. The UK has secured
new regulatory powers in numerous areas previously led by the EU; domestic regulators have gained
considerable new responsibilities; and the UK is now an independent regulatory actor on an increasingly
contested global stage. It is rare for any modern economy to be able to rethink its regulatory policy from
the ground up. Departure from the EU single market gives Britain, at least in theory, that opportunity.

Divergence from the EU is, in many ways, an inevitable consequence of leaving the single market. The
UK’s legislative and regulatory systems now evolve independently from Brussels. But what that means in
practice will largely depend on the choices that the government makes in the months and years ahead. It
remains to be seen how far the UK will choose to actively diverge from preserved EU rules already on its
statute book, and whether it chooses to act to minimise future differences with its biggest trading
partner in the interests of the economy and the union.

Divergence will mean different things for different parts of the UK. For Northern Ireland, it will mean
new economic friction with the rest of the country. For Scotland and Wales, Brexit has put new choices
in the hands of their respective governments, including the option to quietly follow EU rules in areas of
devolved competence. That new reality means that any substantive divergence the UK government
pursues risks furthering political tensions with devolved governments and creating a new source of
tension within the governance of the UK, with ramifications for the future of the union.

There may be good and legitimate reasons for the UK to choose a different regulatory approach from the
EU. This could be because in some areas, the UK may have different domestic policy and regulatory
needs to the EU, want to seek new ways to enhance its competitiveness, or want to enable regulatory
innovation.

Whatever the rationale for change, divergence is never unconstrained nor free. It must be weighed
against the wider political and practical realities that the UK is facing: the public support for changing
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regulation; its political impacts on the UK’s internal market and the future of the union; its economic
costs and business incentives; and the legal constraints under which the UK operates on an international
plane.

Meaningful divergence lies only in those areas where there is strong rationale for doing things differently,
combined with minimal constraints and costs from change. In practice, such opportunities will lie either
with fine-tuning aspects of domestic frameworks – in areas such as competition policy or subsidy control
– or giving UK regulatory bodies discretion to support innovation and development of new technologies.
There may also be aspects of the services sectors where change is desirable to enhance competitiveness.
However, in areas with a long legacy of common regulation – such as environmental protection or most
manufacturing sectors – there is no benefit in the UK departing from the EU’s regulatory model for
anything other than an overwhelming reason of self-interest.

There is a case for using Brexit as an opportunity to reflect on whether the UK’s regulatory policy as a
whole is fit for the future. This is not because Brexit unlocked enormous opportunities to radically depart
from the EU’s model, but because there are wider pressures on the UK’s regulatory system – rapid
technological change, structural challenges facing the UK economy and growing global regulatory
competition – all of which pose challenges for how regulation can best support the UK’s prosperity at
home and strategic interests abroad.

So far, the UK government’s approach to identifying regulatory opportunities has been piecemeal,
politically driven and informed by no overarching strategy. With this approach, the government risks
undermining its very own objective, and creating a fragmented and unstable regulatory environment for
businesses. We recommend that the government should:

1. BBe strategic about are strategic about areas in which to pursue reas in which to pursue regulatoregulatory change.y change. There is no prize in a divergence-as-
a-default strategy. The government should use its newfound freedoms wisely and seize the
opportunities where divergence is meaningful – areas where the potential benefits are material for
competitiveness or regulatory innovation and the constraints are limited. It should proactively seek
to minimise pointless and painful divergence – where changes deliver few benefits but raise costs –
for the sake of UK prosperity.

2. DDevelop a revelop a regulatoregulatory policy in sery policy in service of the UK’s economic strategyvice of the UK’s economic strategy.. There are some opportunities
for the UK to tailor some of its EU-derived regulatory frameworks – for example in designing a
bespoke subsidy control regime or a competition system for the digital markets – that meet the
UK’s domestic policy needs. Any such regulatory reform must be guided by wider economic
objectives, rather than simply the ability to shake up the system because it is now in the
government’s gift. The government should ensure that these changes are guided by its longer-term
economic strategy.

3. UUndertakndertake a thore a thorough, independenough, independent rt review of the UK’s review of the UK’s regulatoregulatory modely model. Before the government
makes any substantive changes to its rules, it should commission an independent assessment of the
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future of the UK’s regulatory policy: how it needs to adapt to the post-Brexit context, how it is
suited to handle wider external pressures, and what reforms could make it more fit for the future.

4. AAudit the UK’s post-Budit the UK’s post-Brrexit rexit regulatoregulatory governance to pry governance to prevenevent divert divergence by neglect.gence by neglect. Brexit has led
to wide-ranging changes to the regulatory powers for UK bodies and raised short-term risks of
potential regulatory gaps. The government should commission an independent review of post-Brexit
regulatory governance to assess the readiness of UK bodies to assume new responsibilities after
leaving the EU.

5. MMonitor the evolution ofonitor the evolution of EEururopean single-markopean single-market legislation and constructively engage with futuret legislation and constructively engage with futuree
rregulatoregulatory changes fry changes from the EUom the EU.. The future evolution of the EU single market will have profound
impacts on the UK’s regulatory preferences, the internal market and the relationship with Northern
Ireland. In some areas, the UK may wish to voluntarily follow changes in EU law to prevent friction
with Northern Ireland. The UK needs a clear strategy for addressing future regulatory changes in
EU law.

6. CCrreate a moreate a more balanced appre balanced approach to managing diveroach to managing divergence within the UK ingence within the UK internal markternal market.et. The new
internal-market legislation and the new arrangements to manage regulatory differences between
the four nations will sooner or later lead to serious political tensions, threatening to undermine the
case for the union. The government should urgently reconsider its approach to managing the UK
internal market.

7. SSet clear priorities for the UK as an independenet clear priorities for the UK as an independent global rt global regulatoregulatory actory actor.. With growing
competition between the EU, the US and China in setting new standards, especially in emerging
technology sectors, the UK needs to be aware of its market power and its position. The UK could
strive to play a role as a regulatory convener between the US and the EU and as a leader in a select
few strategic niches where it has global strengths—but only with the right focus and regulatory
diplomacy strategy.

8. RRestart and prestart and promote active romote active regulatoregulatory cooperation with the EUy cooperation with the EU.. Despite many shared interests in
cross-border regulatory issues, the recently concluded Trade and Cooperation Agreement (TCA)
with the EU contains limited opportunities for maintaining close links on regulation between the
two sides and their regulatory bodies. Active exchange of regulatory expertise with the EU is crucial
to maintaining the UK’s regulatory institutional capacity and should be encouraged by the
government.
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TThe UK pursued a soverhe UK pursued a sovereigneignty-first Bty-first Brrexit. Iexit. It prioritised futurt prioritised future re regulatoregulatory autonomy autonomy over marky over marketet
access to the Eaccess to the Eururopean Uopean Union and a frictionless bornion and a frictionless border between Gder between Grreat Beat Britain and Nritain and Northern Iorthern Irreland.eland.
HHaving securaving secured new flexibility in several ared new flexibility in several areas preas previously reviously regulated by Begulated by Brussels, the governmenrussels, the government is nowt is now
on a mission to define what its much-prized righon a mission to define what its much-prized right to divert to diverge means in practice. Tge means in practice. The rhe real challenge foreal challenge for
the governmenthe government is to think not so much about the opportunities that Bt is to think not so much about the opportunities that Brrexit unlocks but morexit unlocks but more aboute about
the ways in which Bthe ways in which Britainritain’s post-B’s post-Brrexit rexit regulatoregulatory model needs to adapt to new pry model needs to adapt to new pressuressures and long-es and long-
standing challenges facing the UK’s economstanding challenges facing the UK’s economyy..

In leaving the EU, the UK has chosen to exit not only the political union that unites 27 sovereign nations
across Europe, but also the world’s largest commercial market. The EU’s single market is the deepest and
richest market in the world, governed by common rules, institutions and legal order, which the UK was
instrumental in creating. The UK government’s decision to leave the single market has been one of the
most consequential policy decisions in modern British history. With it, the government chose to
prioritise its ability to set some of its future regulations over market access. What will the UK do with its
newfound regulatory freedoms?

Throughout the Brexit negotiations, the Johnson-led government argued that what mattered was the
principle of divergence – the ability to set our own laws – not the practical details of what these new
freedoms would allow. To suggest that the government lacked concrete ideas was to be accused of
missing the bigger point. As David Frost, UK chief Brexit negotiator, said in his Brussels lecture in
February 2020, “sovereignty is about the ability to get your own rules right in a way that suits our own
conditions.” The dividend of Brexit, in this interpretation, is about restoring the principle rather than
making concrete changes. “Looking forward, we are going to have a huge advantage over the EU – the
ability to set regulations for new sectors, the new ideas, and new conditions quicker than the EU can, and
based on sound science not fear of the future,” said Frost.

Yet for all its past insistence that the policy specifics matter little, the search for the practical meaning of
divergence is now underway throughout the government. Since the start of 2021, UK officials have been
instructed to “trawl” through preserved EU law to identify regulatory opportunities; a new Cabinet
Better Regulation committee, chaired by Chancellor of the Exchequer Rishi Sunak, has been established
to drive the programme of regulatory reform in government; a new “TIGRR” Taskforce on Innovation,
Growth and Regulatory Reform, headed by former Conservative leader Iain Duncan Smith, has been set
up to “scope out and propose options for how the UK can take advantage of our newfound regulatory

freedoms”. 1 Most recently, at the Queen’s Speech, the government announced a new post-Brexit
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legislative agenda, with six new legislative bills intended to “take full advantage of the opportunities” from

Brexit. 2

The government is right to think about whether the UK’s regulatory model is fit for purpose. This is not
so much because Brexit unlocks enormous new opportunities for changing the UK’s underlying
regulatory choices, as this paper shows, but because to succeed after Brexit, Britain must think about the
direction of its economic model. As our recent report sets out, the fallout from Brexit, Covid-19 and the

transition to a net zero economy places the country’s economic model at a crossroads. 3 The enormity of
these challenges calls for the harnessing of all tools at the government’s disposal. It also demands
imagination in thinking about how regulatory policy could help. Seen through this lens, Brexit presents
both a challenge to the existing UK regulatory model and a rare opportunity for the UK to reassess
whether its present model is fit for purpose.

The starting premise of this paper is that we should treat Brexit as a jolt – as a catalyst for change – for
the reforms that the UK acutely needs today. These are the reforms that could have been achieved even
without pursuing Brexit but which, by the challenge it poses to the existing model, Brexit somehow
necessitates. Any attempts at reform must start not from generalities about sovereignty, or politically
driven change for the sake of change, but rather from a clear-headed assessment of the realities that the
UK faces: how decisions to diverge from the EU’s regulatory model will affect British businesses; how
they will impact on the new trade barrier with Northern Ireland, the UK’s internal market and relations
with the devolved administrations and, indeed, the very future of the United Kingdom; whether they
strengthen or weaken the UK’s international economic position; and how they shape the UK’s role in an
increasingly contested global regulatory environment.

There is a characteristic tendency on the part of many Brexiteers to dismiss any calls for realism as
“missing the point of Brexit”. The reason for Brexit, they argue, is the inherent value of determining our
future laws, not the practical exercise of that right. But that view is hard to reconcile with a frenzy of
activity around divergence across Whitehall and political incentives to demonstrate the benefits of
Brexit. By contrast, many ardent Remainers dismiss the idea of doing things differently from the EU out
of hand, arguing that, whatever the government chooses to do, the forces of gravity will keep Britain
permanently in the European orbit. Their mistake is failing to acknowledge the reality in which Britain
has new flexibilities, albeit constrained by the political and economic complexities of divergence and the
need to look with renewed urgency at the direction of its regulatory policy.

The objective of this paper is to inform the debate about how the UK should take on the task of
rethinking its regulatory model after Brexit. It puts forward a centre-ground case for regulatory reform,
starting from two premises: that Brexit offers an opportunity to assess whether the UK’s present
regulatory model suits the challenges that the UK needs to confront, and that any assessment of post-
Brexit regulation must begin with clear-headed realism about the new political, economic and legal
realities that the UK faces. We examine four core questions:
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1. WWhat does it mean to “hat does it mean to “diverdivergege” fr” from the EU?om the EU? In Section 2, we describe the UK’s regulatory
flexibilities after leaving the single market, what the concept of “divergence” means and how
divergence affects different parts of the UK.

2. HHow should we assess whether row should we assess whether regulatoregulatory divery divergence is in the UK’s ingence is in the UK’s interterestsests?? In Section 3, we
outline key considerations for assessing whether regulatory change is meaningful and set out five
tests that the government should apply when evaluating the decisions to diverge.

3. WWhat arhat are the opportunities for doing things differe the opportunities for doing things differenently in artly in areas whereas where the UK has re the UK has regainedegained
flexibilitiesflexibilities?? In Section 4, we examine the opportunities for divergence in the four main areas of
new regulatory flexibilities while using the framework introduced to assess the costs and benefits of
regulatory change.

4. WWhat is the righhat is the right apprt approach to the task ahead?oach to the task ahead? Finally, in Section 5, we place our discussion within
the broader context of future UK regulatory policy and outline what the government’s priorities
should be going forwards.

The focus of this paper is the design of the regulatory framework as a whole, rather than specific
regulations or sectors. We do not attempt to offer a comprehensive assessment of all aspects of
regulation across the UK economy. Nor do we focus on the domestic markets where the UK has always
had the ability to set its own frameworks, such as consumer markets, transport, utilities or media.
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TThe question of “he question of “diverdivergencegence” fr” from the EU has been at the cenom the EU has been at the centrtre of policy debate since the UK votede of policy debate since the UK voted
in Jin June 2016 to leave the EUune 2016 to leave the EU. B. But its meaning has rut its meaning has remained elusive. Temained elusive. To some, it is synono some, it is synonymous with aymous with a
once-in-a-generation opportunity to do things differonce-in-a-generation opportunity to do things differenently to the EUtly to the EU; to others, it simply r; to others, it simply reprepresenesentsts
new burnew bureaucracy and extra cost. Ieaucracy and extra cost. In Bn Brussels and EU capitals, it conrussels and EU capitals, it continues to drive suspicion abouttinues to drive suspicion about
BBritainritain’s motives. Against this back’s motives. Against this backdrdrop, it is useful to start by explaining how diverop, it is useful to start by explaining how divergence mighgence might comet come
about and what mighabout and what might be its practical and political implications. Wt be its practical and political implications. We show that divere show that divergence is angence is an
inevitable consequence of the UK’s departurinevitable consequence of the UK’s departure fre from the single markom the single market. Iet. It is something that cannot bet is something that cannot be
stopped but only managed. Istopped but only managed. If left unmanaged, it will have enormous implications not only for UKf left unmanaged, it will have enormous implications not only for UK
businesses but also for the inbusinesses but also for the integrity of the UK integrity of the UK internal markternal market and the veret and the very futury future of the Ue of the Unitednited
KKingdom.ingdom.

The understanding of what divergence means has evolved throughout the Brexit years. For David
Cameron, the only divergence that ever mattered concerned the free movement of persons and the
ability to restrict the inflows of EU workers to Britain. For Theresa May, divergence was seen as an
inevitable consequence of leaving the single market, but something that could be managed with the right
strategy. Detailed plans for the “right to diverge” from EU regulations while keeping access to the single
market were prepared in Whitehall but they failed to convince Brussels of their viability. Soon after,
“managed divergence” morphed into the “Chequers plan”, which accepted curbs on regulatory
autonomy for goods and level-playing-field provisions but sought to keep freedoms for the services
sectors. Under Boris Johnson, the strategy changed sharply. The prime minister, claiming that the UK
could not be “locked into the EU’s regulatory orbit” in perpetuity, traded off more generous access to
the EU single market for future regulatory and legislative sovereignty. What does “divergence” really
mean in this new reality?

The evolution of the UK’s regulatory model within the EU single market

A good starting point for discussing divergence is 1985. It was then – more than a decade after the UK
had joined what was then known as the European Economic Community – that Conservative Prime
Minister Margaret Thatcher, together with Lord (Arthur) Cockfield, a single-market commissioner,
made the case for the common market in a consequential white paper on “completing the internal
market”. The 1986 Single European Act was, in many ways, an invention of the British government and
its belief that cutting excessive barriers to trade was worth the cost of accepting some common pan-
European rules and “mutual recognition” of national ones. Over the past 30 years that have followed,
Britain’s regulatory model has became significantly Europeanised – shaped by the regulatory principles,
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standards and practices of the common European market. As the single market deepened over time, it
became a highly legalised domain of European policy, placing extensive obligations on member states and
delegating powers to EU institutions. True, this process restricted UK national lawmaking to the extent
that UK regulatory frameworks were required to comply with minimum EU standards. But it also gave
the UK access to what would become the largest trading bloc in the world, and it did not prevent the UK
from pushing ahead with a domestic regulatory agenda that imposed bespoke domestic rules and, in
many areas, more tailored use of the EU regulatory frameworks to advance specific UK policy objectives.

Amid all the interest in breaking away from the EU’s orbit, it is all too easy to forget that the EU’s
regulatory model has, by and large, reflected the UK’s own regulatory preferences, strategies and
expertise. Not only was Britain instrumental in leading the creation of the European common market,
but it also stood behind many of the deregulatory initiatives that came to define the single market of
today, from the creation of state-aid rules to prohibit distortive subsidies as well as stronger

environmental laws to the regulatory simplification agenda and the digital single market. 4

It remains to be seen how the single market will develop without the UK’s presence at the EU’s table.
Will its future evolution favour a similar spirit? Or will the balance of regulatory interests change inside
the EU, with the evolution of the single market taking a different turn? This context is important because
the policy debate about divergence needs to start from the recognition that the current regulatory
frameworks in many ways reflect Britain’s long-standing regulatory preferences and interests. However,
this might change over time as a result of the EU responding to new regulatory challenges without the
UK’s voice at the table, and in ways that might not correspond with the UK’s future interests.

The UK’s departure from the single market and the return of regulatory powers and

responsibilities

With its decision to leave the market that it had once helped form, the UK has regained its regulatory
autonomy – the ability to set its own rules, interpret what they mean through the UK’s courts and
enforce them through domestic regulators. In Figure 1, we set out some of the main areas affected by
this newly reclaimed autonomy. Across most of these areas, the UK government is now able to set its
own regulatory frameworks; UK regulatory bodies have new oversight and enforcement responsibilities;
and UK courts are no longer under any obligation to conform with future EU case law. In many areas,
regulatory change will lie not only in diverging from the underlying legislation, but also from regulators
choosing regulatory methods and protocols from their European counterparts, or from UK courts taking
different interpretations to their counterparts in the EU.

It is also important to consider where the returning responsibilities will lie. The regulatory powers once
held by Brussels and EU agencies will intersect with the competences of the devolved administrations,
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meaning that post-Brexit freedoms might often be exercised by the governments in Edinburgh, Cardiff
and Belfast rather than Westminster. It also means that, in practice, the degree of regulatory change will
depend on the willingness of the devolved governments to deviate from the EU’s regulatory approaches,
and, subsequently, decisions to diverge will not have a uniform impact across all parts of the UK.
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FFigurigure 1 – Ae 1 – An overn overview of new post-Bview of new post-Brrexit rexit regulatoregulatory powers and ry powers and responsibilitiesesponsibilities

*‘Devolution intersect’ represents the degree to which an area of regulation intersects with the devolved
competence. Red means a significant or full overlap with the devolved competence, in most or all
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devolved administrations; amber represents an overlap with some devolved competences and/or in some
devolved administrations; and green means no overlap with the devolved competence.

Divergence starts not with a bang, but with a whimper

The act of breaking away from EU rules is often seen, too narrowly, as the UK government deciding
proactively to amend or scrap EU laws that were on its statute book pre-Brexit. This view is
understandable but incomplete. It is true that, to maintain legal continuity after Brexit, the UK kept all
pre-Brexit EU rules and regulations on its statute – commonly referred to as “retained EU law”. Most
amendments and tweaks made to retained EU rules were technical changes – removing references to
EU institutions that for the most part no longer have a role within the UK – or tweaks for consistency
with other domestic laws.

The picture of continuity disguises the reality of considerable change that began to take place the
moment that the UK formally left the single market on 1 January 2021. Although many domestic rules
remain identical to the EU’s to the letter, the legal default now is that UK and EU regulatory systems are
different and will evolve independently from each other. For the purposes of trade with the EU, domestic
rules are no longer recognised as having the same meaning as those within EU law. Therefore, even
though UK businesses may have seen little sign of radical departure from the actual rules on the statute
book, they now have to comply with new requirements and seek new approvals to enter the EU market.

Divergence means different things, with different practical and political implications

What will happen in the future as the two legal and regulatory systems evolve independently? Regulatory
divergence will originate from different sources, all of which have different practical and political
implications. Below, we distinguish between the two main types of divergence and set out different
instances in which they might arise.

Source of regulatory change Example

AActive diverctive divergencegence i. The UK government
proactively chooses to amend,

UK decides to replace EU-
derived regulations on
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modify or remove retained EU
rules on its statute book

genetically modified organisms
(GMOs)

ii. UK regulators choose to
diverge from the previously
established regulatory practice
of the EU

UK makes changes to the
regulatory handbook of UK
financial regulators, or
regulators such as the
Medicines and Healthcare
products Regulatory Authority
(MHRA) choose a different
risk-assessment technique from
the European Medicines
Agency

Changes to pre-Brexit EU-
derived law and regulatory
practices

iii. UK domestic courts change
interpretation of retained EU
case law

No known cases to date

i. The UK government,
regulators or courts choose a
different approach in a new area
of policy or regulation

UK decides to regulate new
technologies, such as nuclear
fusion, with no clear legal basis
in EU law at present

PPassive diverassive divergencegence

Future legislative and regulatory
changes on either side

ii. The EU develops the single
market acquis and relevant
case-law in new directions (and
the UK chooses to reflect or
keep pace with new or updated
EU legislation)

Forthcoming EU legislation
regulating artificial intelligence
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On the one hand, this difference between “active” and “passive” divergence is conceptual, highlighting an
important but under-appreciated point: while it is common to think of divergence as a proactive decision
by the UK government to loosen EU-derived rules, divergence is something that will, to a large degree,
occur automatically and irrespective of the choices that the government makes. In other words,
divergence is the new feature of trade between the UK and the EU.

On the other, the difference matters because the practical and political implications of active and passive
divergence vary. On a practical level, active divergence will lead to initial familiarisation and compliance
costs for businesses as firms adjust to the new regulatory realities, while passive divergence will bring
more gradual changes for businesses. The potential economic advantages accrued by passive divergence
depend on the future regulatory policy as well as the evolution of the EU single market. In some areas, it
may lead to new competitive niches for the UK and in others it may lead to a gradual accretion of
economic friction, like sand in the gears of the economy.

Active divergence has greater political salience in Brussels and EU capitals, where any attempts at
departure from the underlying European rules will be viewed with suspicion and distrust, and may lead to
use of the retaliatory mechanisms in the UK–EU Trade and Cooperation Agreement (TCA) to prevent
much-feared potential regulatory arbitrage. The political implications of passive divergence may be less
politically salient in Brussels but have greater implications domestically – in particular, they could lead to
new friction between Great Britain and Northern Ireland and, depending on the future regulatory
choices of the devolved administrations, they might exacerbate intra-UK political tensions.

Divergence from the EU means political tension within the UK

Any future decisions to diverge will have varied impacts across parts of the UK. One reason for this is
Northern Ireland’s post-Brexit status with the EU, which means that in aspects of regulation Northern
Ireland will have closer arrangements with the bloc. Under the Northern Ireland Protocol, which governs
Northern Ireland’s cross-border trade with the EU, Northern Ireland must continue following EU single-
market rules for goods and EU state-aid rules in order to avoid any barrier restricting the movement of

goods or people on the island of Ireland. 5 The protocol constrains any potential opportunities for
divergence for Northern Ireland from EU rules that apply to the trade in goods, but it shifts the barrier
down to the Irish Sea. Over time, as Great Britain pursues active divergence from the EU, or when
passive divergence happens on the EU side, these behind-the-border barriers will only deepen. While the
protocol attempts to obscure the scale of the regulatory divergence that currently exists between one
constituent part of the UK and the rest, the reality is that the UK internal market is now separated into
two parts – Northern Ireland and Great Britain – and the UK’s regulatory policy choices will mean
drastically different things in these two places.
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The second reason has to do with the repatriation of some UK regulatory powers from the EU not to
Westminster, but to the devolved administrations. In areas where the devolved governments have
competence, such as agriculture, environment and some transport issues, the devolved administrations
have now taken over the regulatory powers and responsibilities formerly exercised by Brussels. There are

153 policy areas in which EU law and devolved powers intersect in one way or another. 6 To manage
regulatory divergence within the UK internal market, the UK and devolved governments have agreed to
put in place new UK-wide common frameworks as a means of ensuring coordination across the four
nations. In some areas, each devolved government is free to set its own policy; in others, some binding
legal framework or legislations are needed to ensure consistency.

One consequence of this new arrangement is that in some areas, the devolved administrations will be
able to exercise a degree of discretion about divergence from EU regulations in the future. Some may be
more inclined to keep pace with future EU laws, perhaps contrary to the wishes of the government in
Westminster. The Scottish government has already legislated that its ministers can follow future changes

in EU law as they see fit. 7 This “keeping pace” power in its legislation may be used to align regulatory
standards between Scotland and the EU in areas of devolved competence, such as food-safety standards
or environmental law, even if such changes are not mirrored in Westminster.

In practice, however, the use of these powers may be constrained by new UK-wide internal market laws.
The UK Internal Market Act, passed at the end of 2020, enshrines wide-ranging “market access” and
“mutual recognition” commitments in UK law, ensuring that anything that is acceptable for sale in one
part of the UK will be acceptable in others. While the principles contained in this legislation will make it
easier to sell products within the UK regardless of their production location – and, therefore, minimise
the scope of practical divergence within the UK – they may make it more difficult for devolved

governments to enforce their own regulatory choices and preferences. 8.

This situation becomes especially problematic in cases where the devolved governments decide to follow
changes in EU law, while the UK government pursues a break from EU rules. This, as we illustrate with
the oft-cited case study of chlorinated chicken (below), is poised to create a new and considerable layer
of regulatory complexity and uncertainty for businesses, and political tension between Westminster and
the devolved administrations. As these tensions become apparent when the UK government chooses to
diverge – for example to pursue an ambitious trade agreement with another country – these new
arrangements will feed the narrative that only by breaking away from the UK will the devolved
administrations be able to make their own regulatory choices.

CCase Sase Study: Ctudy: Chlorinated chickhlorinated chicken, the UK inen, the UK internal markternal market and diveret and divergencegence

Consider a situation in which the UK allows imports of “chlorinated chicken” as a result of the UK
government concluding a trade agreement with another country. Importing this produce is
currently prohibited in the UK, largely as a result of EU-derived rules on animal welfare. Because
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food-safety policy is a devolved matter, Edinburgh, Cardiff and Belfast currently have powers to
maintain the ban on chlorinated chicken even if the UK government opted for a more permissive
future approach. This is, for example, the present position of the Scottish government, which made
clear that it would continue to prohibit the sale of chlorinated chicken in Scotland.

If the UK government loosened its domestic standards but the Scottish administration continued to
oppose it, this would lead to tension between Scotland’s regulatory preferences and the UK’s
domestic law. Under the devolved legislation, chlorinated chicken would still be banned in Scotland;
however, under the UK internal-market laws, such a ban would only apply to goods produced in
Scotland, or directly imported into Scotland from outside the UK. The Scottish government would
not be able to prevent these goods entering Scotland from other parts of the UK, nor would it be
able to stop them from being sold on its market.

With the devolved ban on chlorinated chicken effectively undermined, the regulatory choices of the
devolved governments would be more constrained than before. The political ramifications of such a
case are all too predictable: further tension with Westminster and the strengthening of the political
case for Scottish independence.

This underlines the fact that a radical break from EU rules is not something that will affect all parts of the
UK equally. Not only will Northern Ireland be treated differently from other parts of the UK, but
divergence is poised to cause serious political tension within UK governance – an issue that will gain new
urgency as the debate over Scottish independence intensifies in the years ahead.
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DDiverivergence is a new defining featurgence is a new defining feature of Be of Britainritain’s post-B’s post-Brrexit life, but wherexit life, but where and how far the UKe and how far the UK
diverdiverges frges from the EU depends on the decisions it makom the EU depends on the decisions it makes in the mones in the months and years ahead. Iths and years ahead. In makingn making
these decisions, the governmenthese decisions, the government will have to addrt will have to address the constrainess the constraints it faces and balance the case forts it faces and balance the case for
change with its costs. Ichange with its costs. In this section, we set out the main considerations that should guide governmenn this section, we set out the main considerations that should guide governmentt
decision-making about whether diverdecision-making about whether divergence is worthgence is worthwhile.while.

The debate on post-Brexit divergence is often framed as an opportunity for a sovereign Britain to
unshackle itself from the over-prescriptive, legalistic model of regulation inside the EU; a watershed
moment, as described by David Frost, the UK's Brexit minister, to break away from “internalised

principles of EU law and EU ways of thinking about things over the past 50 years”. 9 It is true that the
decision to leave the European single market has given the UK a new set of regulatory powers and that
the government has the discretion to use these flexibilities in different ways: to tailor certain rules to
specific domestic-policy objectives; to change standards in order to make the economy more
competitive; or to depart from the EU’s regulatory model drastically because it seeks different outcomes
or objectives from regulation.

However, for all the regulatory autonomy the UK has gained in theory, the ability to diverge is neither
unconstrained nor free. It is constrained by economics, as well as politics; by what happens domestically
within the EU, as well as internationally; and by what businesses favour, as well as what the economy
needs. It drives up costs for businesses and does little to change economic incentives; it could deepen
economic and political friction with Northern Ireland; it could aggravate already strained political
relations with the devolved governments, undermining the case for the union; and it can do precious little
to advance the UK’s strategic interests in areas where the UK cannot punch above its weight to exert
influence on an international stage. So, how to decide whether regulatory divergence is worth its costs
and constraints?

The five tests for evaluating decisions about divergence

We suggest that there are five main tests that the government should consider in evaluating decisions
about divergence:

1. What is the policy rationale for divergence?

3. To Diverge or Not to Diverge: When Is
Regulatory Change Worth It and When Is It
Not? TTO
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2. What public support is there for change?

3. What are the economic costs of change?

4. What are the political impacts for the UK internal market and the union?

5. How consistent is divergence with the UK’s international obligations?

These questions should be applied to any decisions over EU-derived rules and regulations – what we
describe as “active divergence”. They should also guide a response to passive divergence – new
developments emerging from the EU that will come to affect the UK.

TTest 1: West 1: What is the policy rationale for diverhat is the policy rationale for divergencegence??

There may be good and legitimate reasons why the UK might seek to diverge from the EU’s regulatory
and legislative approach. In some areas, domestic objectives and choices might be different from the
EU’s approach; in others, regulation might inhibit growth or innovation in the economy. Whatever those
reasons may be, to demand regulatory change is to be able to provide specific justification for why the
current system of regulation needs reform, why the underlying need for regulation has changed, or why
the current regulatory preferences are no longer in the UK’s interest.

Regulation typically exists because there was a need for it in the first place: it either addresses well-
evidenced market failures and coordination failures or protects public interest in areas such as public

health, environmental legislation and labour protection. 10 It is difficult to reform regulation without
addressing the question of “need” in the first place. When justifying decisions to depart from EU-
originated rules, it falls to the government to provide that justification – to describe why change is
necessary, what the objectives and anticipated benefits are, and what evidence it has to support its
decisions. These reasons inevitably vary according to the specificities of particular sectors or regulated
activities.

Broadly speaking, there are four main reasons why the UK might want to pursue divergence.

Objective Justification for change

1. To tailor regulatory frameworks to the UK’s
own domestic needs

Domestic needs and policy objectives may be
different to the common EU approach. The EU’s
policies may not always be optimal for specific
domestic markets, not least because the EU’s
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TTest 2: West 2: What public support is therhat public support is there for changee for change??

Any shift away from the UK’s well-established regulatory preferences needs to have democratic
legitimacy and be backed by the public. While the public may not take much interest in the nuances of
technical rules, they will have views about their preferred levels of protection, the strength of regulatory
oversight and what activities should be regulated in the first place. There is a political constituency that is
acutely sensitive to regulatory changes – especially efforts to drive down any protections already
embedded in the legislation. Recent proposals by the UK government to review EU-derived employment

rights, cancelled after a public outcry, made clear the need for public support for regulatory reform. 11

There is a risk that unless the government provides clear public justification for future changes and
adequate opportunities for scrutiny, any attempts to depart from the long-standing regulatory

structures are designed to produce compromising
policies that may not be always coherent when
applied to domestic markets.

2. To enhance competitiveness Divergence may be seen as a way of enhancing
the competitiveness of specific sectors and
activities in the UK economy.

3. To open the policy space for new international
commitments

Divergence may be justified to open policy space
that was previously inaccessible to the UK as a
member of the EU, for example to pursue new
trade agreements or other international treaties.

4. To enable greater regulatory innovation Divergence may be desirable to give greater
discretion to UK regulatory bodies by choosing
regulatory methods and protocols that promote
innovation in the economy and pioneering
regulatory activities.
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preferences will likely be seen with deep suspicion, and trigger a backlash from consumer groups, trade
unions, civil society organisations and the media.

TTest 3: West 3: What arhat are the economic costs of changee the economic costs of change??

Divergence may also bring about economic costs for UK businesses and market actors. It might lead to
new direct costs of compliance and administrative burden for businesses. It may also have indirect costs
such as trade substitution, reduced market efficiency, costs to consumers, and costs of change to the
government and regulatory bodies.

It is particularly important for the government to consider how decisions to diverge interact with the
extraterritorial effects of regulation from other jurisdictions, most notably the EU. As is well-evidenced
across many different industrial sectors, EU regulatory standards influence business practices and
incentivise firms to standardise their entire production of service provision to comply with EU standards.
This “Brussels effect” is well-documented and prevalent in highly related areas such as chemicals, data

protection or environmental standards. 12 This means that, even when the government loosens some
standards to promote competitiveness, such divergence might have the opposite effects. For many
businesses trading with the EU and Northern Ireland, not only will this leave their incentives virtually
unchanged, but it will introduce an additional layer of regulatory complexity and compliance.

TTest 4: West 4: What arhat are the political impactse the political impacts for the UK infor the UK internal markternal market and the unionet and the union??

Any substantive divergence must be evaluated against its impacts on the UK internal market and intra-
UK political relations that sustain the United Kingdom. One significant constraint arises in the context
of Northern Ireland’s post-Brexit relationship with the EU (discussed in the previous section). It means
that not only do decisions to diverge from the EU have a different effect in Northern Ireland, but they
also raise an active political choice for the rest of the UK. Every time the government in London
considers either (a) active divergence from the rules that continue to apply in Northern Ireland, or (b)
not keeping pace with future EU legislative changes that Northern Ireland must follow, it accepts greater
economic friction for businesses in Great Britain trading with Northern Ireland and the associated
political difficulties. As the case study below shows, passive divergence – arising from various regulatory
changes on the EU side – is starting to pose politically sensitive questions to the UK government. In this
context, and in the absence of any fundamental changes to the Northern Ireland Protocol, the
government will have to confront the choice between accepting economic friction across the Irish Sea,
or quietly following changes in EU law to minimise divergence.

CCase Sase Study: Ptudy: Passive diverassive divergence, medicines and Ngence, medicines and Northern Iorthern Irrelandeland

A recent example of the EU’s planned changes to pharmaceutical rules illustrate the trade-offs that

passive divergence entails for Northern Ireland. 13 The EU is currently updating its pharmaceutical
strategy, which will mean new rules on medicines and the updating of some of its existing
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regulations. This is an area in which, under the protocol, Northern Ireland must stay aligned to EU
law. Future legislative changes apply to Northern Ireland – and with a limited UK say or
consultation over those rules.

Such future EU changes applying to Northern Ireland will deepen regulatory differences with Great
Britain on pharmaceutical products. As a result, medicine authorised for use in Great Britain by the
UK regulator, MHRA, may not be authorised for use in Northern Ireland by the relevant European
regulator. Furthermore, any changes to the production of medicines in the EU, and in Northern
Ireland, might have impacts for the competitiveness of the wider UK life sciences industry.

This demonstrates the importance of not letting passive divergence loose. With major changes to
EU legislation that apply to Northern Ireland, the UK will have to decide how it responds – whether
it knowingly accepts extra economic friction across the Irish Sea, or voluntarily (and perhaps
quietly) chooses to mirror relevant EU changes in order to minimise the political and economic
difficulties in Northern Ireland. As the House of Commons European Scrutiny Committee notes,
“the Government must engage [with the Commission’s changes] as it will need to be mindful not
only of the direct implications for Northern Ireland, but also of the impact of regulatory divergence

between Great Britain and Northern Ireland concerning medicinal products.” 14

TTest 5: Hest 5: How consistenow consistent is divert is divergence with the UK’s ingence with the UK’s international obligationsternational obligations??

Finally, the government will have to consider if any proposed divergence is consistent with the UK’s
international obligations. There are two main ways in which international commitments affect future
regulatory choices. On one level, there are legal constraints that are binding for the UK and limit how far
the present and future governments can change their approach. Most important in this context are the
UK’s “level-playing-field” obligations with the EU, agreed in the Trade and Cooperation Agreement
(TCA), that impose legal constraints on the UK’s ability to deregulate by giving UK firms competitive
advantage (discussed in further detail in the next section).

Furthermore, the UK’s domestic regulatory regimes are often shaped by international standards. Across
many areas, from product standards to the regulation of financial services, international standards often
set the benchmark for domestic regulations. While the UK may be able to tailor its regulation to
domestic needs, such opportunities will be necessarily constrained by the UK’s continued compliance
with international standards and participation in international fora.
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Weighing up the decisions to diverge

In considering whether to diverge, the government will need to balance the rationale for regulatory
change with consideration of its costs and constraints. Depending on the balance of the benefits and
costs, we can distinguish four areas:

• MMeaningful divereaningful divergence:gence: Areas where the constraints are minimal and costs are low, but the benefits
from divergence are substantial. This is where meaningful opportunities can be achieved.

• BBig bets:ig bets: Areas where the constraints and costs are significant, and the benefits are potentially
substantial. Meaningful change can be achieved in these areas, but it entails a considerable
economic and/or political price. Whether change should be pursued depends on what the
government chooses to prioritise.

• PPoinointless divertless divergence:gence: Areas in which the constraints and costs are minimal, and the benefits are low.
Divergence in this area is by and large performative and should be avoided.

• PPainainful diverful divergence:gence: Areas in which the constraints and costs are significant, but the benefits are
low. These are changes that carry high economic and political costs for low or no benefit.

Each of these areas dictates the broad strategy that the government should take to managing post-
Brexit regulatory change (summarised in Figure 2). The scope to diverge lies in areas where the costs and
constraints are limited but the reasons for departing from the EU are robust. In areas where change is
meaningful but carries significant costs, the government will have to make hard choices about whether,
and how far, to pursue change.

There are two areas where divergence should be avoided or minimised. The government should seek to
minimise “painful divergence” in areas where the costs are substantial and the rationale for change is
limited or none. It should also seek to avoid pointless change in those areas where the reasons to diverge
are limited and so are the costs.
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FFigurigure 2 – Te 2 – The four quadranhe four quadrants of diverts of divergence and strategies for making decisions about itgence and strategies for making decisions about it
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WWhen thinking about rhen thinking about regulatoregulatory opportunities, the governmeny opportunities, the government should consider how its prt should consider how its proposals tooposals to
diverdiverge frge from the EU meet the five tests outlined in the prom the EU meet the five tests outlined in the previous section. Ievious section. In this section, we apply thesen this section, we apply these
tests to the five main artests to the five main areas in which the UK has reas in which the UK has regained autonomegained autonomy – ry – regulatoregulatory frameworks applyingy frameworks applying
to the manufacturing sectors, agri-food, serto the manufacturing sectors, agri-food, services, and crvices, and cross-cutting aross-cutting areas such as competition andeas such as competition and
labour prlabour protection. Wotection. We pre provide a high-level assessmenovide a high-level assessment acrt across these aross these areas to demonstrate the decisionseas to demonstrate the decisions
and trade-offs that diverand trade-offs that divergence engence entails, but our aim is to give a full valuation of opportunities acrtails, but our aim is to give a full valuation of opportunities acrossoss
differdifferenent sectors.t sectors.

Manufacturing sectors

In the manufacturing sectors, the UK has regained autonomy over its product-safety framework and a
vast body of EU-derived sector-specific rules and regulations, covering chemicals, life sciences, advanced
manufacturing, electronics, automotive and other sectors. EU-derived regulations differ in scope and
stringency: in some sectors, they set the minimum standards that businesses must meet to place their
products on the EU market. In others, current regulations are more prescriptive. Another important
feature of regulatory frameworks in this area is that many regulations are devolved competences (except
for the product-safety frameworks), meaning that the devolved governments are free to decide their
own approaches.

4. Doing Things Differently: Where and How
Far?

Test 1: How strong is the rationale for divergence? · Some opportunities for the UK to enable
regulatory innovation in response to emerging
technologies, new modes of supply and products,
particularly in high-tech manufacturing niches
such as health technologies and medical devices.
Opportunities within those aspects of regulation
that currently lack clear and stable EU legislative
and regulatory basis, such as the regulation of
novel biotechnologies.
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· Some scope to tailor sector-specific
regulations to the needs of domestic markets.

· Limited opportunities for enhancing
competitiveness through regulation, except
possibly for the life-sciences sector.

Test 2: What public support is there for change? · Limited public support for fundamental
changes to the UK rulebook across
manufacturing and related consumer protections.

Test 3: What are the economic costs of change? · Overwhelming incentives for UK
manufacturers to reduce extra compliance costs
and duplication of standards. The EU is the
largest trading partner for both imports and
exports of goods, with UK firms in sectors such as
advanced manufactured and chemicals heavily
dependent on EU trade: in these sectors, over 50

per cent of production goes to the EU. 15

· Most firms already face additional regulatory
approvals and authorisations when exporting into
the EU. To continue selling to that market, UK
goods exporters will have to continue to comply
with relevant EU standards.

· Further changes to the substantive rules are
likely to be seen as duplication of the compliance
requirements for businesses and will increase the
overall burden of regulation on them.

· Unless the composition of UK goods exports
drastically changes in the future, with significant
substitution giving way to non-EU markets, the
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Our assessment for the manufacturing sectors suggests that the opportunities for active divergence in
these sectors are severely constrained by the economic and political realities. The government has
already announced a broad-ranging review of the UK’s product-safety framework and has introduced
changes to various sector-specific frameworks, for example in the chemicals sector; it would be prudent
of the UK to minimise substantive change unless it is in the UK’s interest. Passive divergence will arise
from changes to EU frameworks; the EU is currently pursuing an ambitious programme of reforms to its
product-safety frameworks (such as the EU General Product Safety Directive, new legislation on AI,
and future legislation on circularity). It remains to be seen how far the UK will want to step away from
these changes. Given the dependence of UK manufacturers on the EU market, and the significant
impacts that divergence would have within the UK, it is desirable for the UK to voluntarily monitor
changes on the EU side and consider mirroring them within its own rulebook.

incentives for most British goods exporters will
continue to point towards sustained compliance
with EU rules to minimise the costs and
regulatory burden.

Test 4: What are the political impacts for the UK
internal market and the union?

· Obligation for Northern Ireland to continue
aligning to most of the EU goods acquis. Further
divergence deepens economic costs between
Northern Ireland and Great Britain.

· Aspects of sectoral goods regulations are
distinct across the UK, but the product-safety
framework is a reserved competence. In areas of
devolved competence, Scotland is likely to keep
pace with changes in EU goods acquis.

Test 5: How consistent is divergence with the UK’s
international obligations?

· Little scope to diverge in areas highly
dependent on international standards (e.g.
UNECE for automotive sector). Greater scope in
new and emerging sectors and technological
niches.
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CCase Sase Study: Dtudy: Diverivergence in the chemicals sector and the case of UK REAgence in the chemicals sector and the case of UK REACHCH

The opportunities and challenges of divergence in the highly regulated sectors are evident in the
chemicals sector. The UK no longer participates in the EU regulatory framework for chemicals
(REACH) or the European Chemicals Agency (ECHA). The government has put in place a
separate UK REACH regime that applies to businesses that import, sell or distribute chemicals in
Great Britain, creating a Great Britain-wide market for chemicals, with the Health and Safety
Executive (HSE) taking over the regulatory responsibilities of the ECHA. Under the Northern
Ireland Protocol, however, the EU’s REACH regulation will continue to apply to Northern Ireland.

At the end of the transition period, the REACH regime was preserved in domestic legislation.
However, the UK government passed secondary legislation in March 2019 that amended the
retained rules with a new UK-only REACH regime. The legislation stated that the new system
would replace the EU one as closely as possible, maintaining the same level of health and
environmental standards. Establishing the new system has required the UK to set up a new

chemicals database and a separate IT system; operation will cost an estimated £13m per year. 16 The
bigger cost is that UK businesses trading with the EU now have to comply with two separate UK
and European Economic Area-based regulatory systems, leading to duplication of compliance costs

(estimated to amount to £1 billion) for the UK chemicals industry. 17

Additionally, there is a risk that as the EU system progressively diverges from the UK’s over time
(as a result of passive divergence), the costs are likely to grow. The European Commission has
recently introduced a new Chemicals Strategy for Sustainability, which will lead to amendments to
existing EU legislative acts. Unless the UK follows these changes in domestic law, it is likely that
they will lead to greater divergence between UK REACH and EU REACH. The ultimate effect of
divergence between two systems is that a chemical could be deemed safe in Great Britain, but
unsafe in the EU and Northern Ireland, and vice versa. This would have real implications not only for
the costs of trade, but also to protection of health and, therefore, the UK internal market.

Agri-food sectors

The second area of autonomy is over the UK’s food-safety system and standards. The UK’s food
regulations have largely been derived from EU law. Departure from the EU single market has meant that
the UK has regained the ability to set its own regulations for various aspects of the agri-food sectors, and
UK authorities have taken on the regulatory responsibilities that were previously held by the EU and its
agencies – the Food Standards Agency (FSA) and Food Standards Scotland (FSS), for example, are now
responsible for the UK’s risk assessments and food controls. Responsibility for food-regulation policy has
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been devolved for some time, meaning that there is a degree of policy and regulatory divergence within
the UK with respect to food and feed-safety controls and food-safety standards.

Test 1: How strong is the rationale for divergence? · Some scope for the UK to tailor regulations
to the domestic circumstances in agricultural
regulations (e.g. the ban to export live animals for

slaughter and fattening), 18 improvements in
animal-welfare policy and standards, and labelling

requirements. 19

· Some opportunities for UK regulators to
take a different approach to aspects of risk
regulation and pursue regulatory innovation in

these areas, e.g. in gene editing. 20

· Some rationale in divergence as a means of
opening the space for new international treaties,
e.g. in trade negotiations with the US, which
has long viewed EU-derived food-safety
standards as discriminatory.

Test 2: What public support is there for change? · Highly sensitive area of public concern, e.g.
around the use of GMOs and other modified
organisms, with public support for substantive
change limited.

Test 3: What are the economic costs of change? · High risks of duplication of compliance
requirements and cost. The food sectors are
highly dependent on exports to the EU, with over
60 per cent of UK exports destined for the EU

single market. 21
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Overall, the scope for substantive divergence in the agri-food sectors is constrained by the economic
and political realities. There are some opportunities for tailoring particular aspects of the food-system
and animal-welfare standards to the UK’s domestic needs, and for opening up a policy space for signing
new international agreements. However, the incentives for most UK firms point towards continued
compliance with the minimum EU food-safety requirements, regardless of the choices that the UK
makes. Furthermore, there are significant political ramifications of substantive change given Northern
Ireland’s continued participation in the EU SPS regime and the regulatory preferences of the devolved
administrations. Any significant divergence from agri-food regulations will put the UK government in
direct conflict with the devolved administrations, particularly the Scottish government, which has already
stated its intention to abide by EU SPS standards voluntarily. This tension between potential changes to

· Northern Ireland being part of the EU
sanitary and phytosanitary (SPS) regime reduces
incentives for most producers to shift away from
other standards without related EU changes.

Test 4: What are the political impacts for the UK
internal market and the union?

· Northern Ireland has to comply with EU
SPS standards. Highly sensitive as agri-food is
the biggest source of border checks in the Irish
Sea and divergence in Great Britain is likely to
exacerbate economic and political tensions.

· Significant political ramifications because of
the devolved nature of food safety and
agricultural regulations, with significant scope for
political tension between Westminster and the
devolved governments if the UK government was
to substantively change from EU standards.

Test 5: How consistent is divergence with the UK’s
international obligations?

· Legal constraints for Northern Ireland’s
continued compliance with EU SPS rules. No
similar provisions for Great Britain in the TCA.
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different approaches in the agri-food rulebook for the UK, and its high economic and political costs, can
be seen in the example of potential change to gene-editing (GE) regulations.

CCase Sase Study: Rtudy: Regulation of genetic technologiesegulation of genetic technologies

The regulation of genetic technologies is one area in which the UK has indicated a potential change
of approach from the EU. Currently, genetic technologies are regulated in the UK by retained EU
law, which treats all GE organisms as GMOs. In January 2021, Defra launched a consultation on

whether (and how) the UK might want to regulate genetic technologies differently. 22 Following the
consultation, the UK may choose to amend its regulatory approach, lifting some of the restrictions
that are currently in place within the EU. While gene editing might offer opportunities for the UK
agricultural sector, it requires moving away from the EU’s approach, which had traditionally been
guided by the precautionary principle of prohibiting GE due to the risk of unintended harm.
Irrespective of the merits of any changes, this is a salient example of how complex the decisions
around divergence might be for the UK government.

The first set of implications will be on the union and UK internal market. Regulation of GMOs is an
area of devolved competence, meaning that any future changes decided upon by the UK
government would only apply to England. No changes would apply to Northern Ireland, which
continues to comply with relevant EU rules. Scotland and Wales have already made clear that they
would not follow suit and would continue to prohibit the use of GMOs produced there.
Furthermore, Scottish ministers have the powers to keep pace with the changes to EU law,
including in this area, which would mean a substantively different approach within the UK. However,
due to the Internal Market Act, products from any part of the UK must be accepted on sale
anywhere in the UK. Therefore, if the UK ultimately chose to relax the rules, any English-made GE
products would have to be accepted within the whole of the UK, fuelling political tensions between
the government in London and the governments in Edinburgh and Cardiff.

The second set of implications will be on trade with the EU. If the UK relaxes the rules, this will put
the UK at odds with the EU’s approach. It will necessitate further checks on certain goods,
including potentially between Great Britain and Northern Ireland, and most likely prevent the
possibility of recognition of SPS legislation with the EU in the future. Any decisions to diverge
entail a complex set of trade-offs with respect to the UK internal market, the future of the union,
and trade and cooperation with the EU.

Services sectors

Outside the single market, the UK is also free to diverge from the EU rulebook on services. The services
sectors are less constrained by the TCA, and the services chapter of the TCA reaffirms the rights of both
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parties to “regulate within their territories to achieve legitimate policy objectives”. 23 At least in theory,
this gives the UK an opportunity to pursue a different regulatory approach from the EU.

Test 1: How strong is the rationale for divergence? · Large variation across services sectors. In
financial services, there are some opportunities to
tailor the EU-originated Solvency II regime for
insurers to domestic needs, ease the prudential
requirements for small non-systemic financial
institutions and consolidate the regulatory

rulebooks. 24

· Opportunities for regulatory innovation, e.g.
supporting fintech through regulatory
"sandboxes" and more flexible approaches.

Test 2: What public support is there for change? · Limited public support for deregulation of
financial services following the 2008 financial
crisis and its consequences.

Test 3: What are the economic costs of change? · UK firms exporting cross-border services are
less dependent on the European market than the
goods sectors. However, the EU remains the
UK’s largest export market for services, with
more than 40 per cent of all services exports

being sent there. 25 In business services, nearly
half of all exports are destined for the European
market.

· Prior to Brexit, nearly two-thirds of all
services exports were sold on a cross-border basis,
meaning that domestic firms relied on the
regulations of Britain as the home state for access
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The balance of opportunities and constraints is different in the services sectors than in most of the goods
sectors. There might be opportunities to tailor aspects of the services regulations for UK needs and, in
financial services, to improve upon the existing body of regulation. There are also opportunities to
support innovation through more responsive and agile regulation. Unlike in most of the goods sectors,
there are also fewer political and legal constraints that translate into difficult new choices for the UK
government. For most services sectors dependent on exports to the EU, the costs of divergence has
already taken place with the loss of automatic cross-border access to the EU single market.

Future EU rules will not substantively constrain the UK’s regulatory approach, but the interconnected
nature of services markets means that there are benefits to active regulation cooperation with the EU in
all aspects of services – but especially in financial and digital services. The EU single market continues to
evolve rapidly in the area of digital services, with the UK government developing plans to introduce
similar new legislation for online harms and for the regulation of large online platform firms. Inevitably,
there will be regulatory differences in the way that UK and EU systems evolve in this new area of

to the EU market, as opposed to the host state’s
rules, as is more common in international trade.

Test 4: What are the political impacts for the UK
internal market and the union?

· Limited. Services regulations mostly apply on
a UK basis, although there are risks of possible
divergence between UK nations across business

and professional-services sectors. 26

Test 5: How consistent is divergence with the UK’s
international obligations?

· Legal constraints limited for most aspects of
services. Regulatory obligations on services in the
TCA are very narrow. Equivalence determinations
for financial services, if granted by the EU, would
increase the need to align with certain EU
regulatory objectives and outcomes.

· International standards, particularly
prevalent in financial-services regulation, limit
the scope for substantive divergence.
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regulation. But as many businesses are providing services on a cross-border basis, the EU’s standard-
setting power will likely have an extraterritorial effect in much the same way as the General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR) did. Voluntary cooperation to establish regulatory coherence is,
therefore, likely to have significant benefits.

Cross-cutting regulations

The UK also regains autonomy over cross-cutting policy and regulatory regimes, which typically apply to
all market actors and include rules on consumer protection, competition, subsidies, public procurement,
environmental and labour protection, climate change, and data protection. These rules are intended to
create fair and effective markets that support consumer confidence, and to ensure that competition
markets work well. These areas have, to different degrees, emerged from the EU single market, with EU
law as a basis for many of them and the regulatory responsibilities often sitting with EU institutions. For
that reason, these rules have been at the centre of the hard-Eurosceptic image of a protectionist, over-
regulated EU, with the calls for post-Brexit deregulation often focusing on these areas. As the UK has
left the single market, the competences for these regulatory areas have fallen back to the UK, with
implications for how these frameworks will be regulated in the future and how far they might diverge
from the EU’s approach. The responsibility for environmental protection will, for example, be taken up
by a new Office of Environmental Protection; competition by the Competition and Markets Authority
(CMA); subsidy control policy by a new domestic regulator, and so on.

Test 1: How strong is the rationale for divergence? · Some opportunities exist for tailoring the
EU-derived frameworks to domestic objectives in
areas such as future subsidy-control policy or
environmental-protection law, or in simplifying
the present web of procurement laws.

· Some scope for exploiting regulatory
innovation, looking at how regulatory frameworks
could support the UK’s rapidly changing
economic, labour and environmental needs.

Test 2: What public support is there for change? · Strong public support for maintaining
current levels of protections across employment,
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social and environmental regulations is a
significant constraint; any substantive changes to
these frameworks are very likely to trigger a
public backlash.

Test 3: What are the economic costs of change? · Considerable “Brussels effect” across various
aspects of cross-cutting regulations; when EU
rules become more stringent than the UK’s, it is
unlikely that it will be beneficial for many
businesses to depart from higher standards.

Test 4: What are the political impacts for the UK
internal market and the union?

· Environmental standards and aspects of
employment law intersect with devolved
competence. Divergence by the UK is likely to
lead to future tension with the devolved
administrations in these areas.

· Some difficulties related to the interaction of
the UK’s future subsidy regime and the Northern
Ireland Protocol. EU state-aid provisions
continue to apply to Northern Ireland (Art 10, NI
Protocol), with potential reach-back to the rest
of the UK.

Test 5: How consistent is divergence with the UK’s
international obligations?

· Significant legal constraints within the TCA
on the UK’s ability to substantially diverge from
the agreed level-playing-field rules with the EU.
It contains novel and unprecedented
commitments on subsidies, environmental
protection and labour protections. They include:
(i) a commitment to establishing and maintaining
a domestic subsidy-control regime; (ii) a “non-
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Across the body of cross-cutting frameworks, there are some opportunities for fine-tuning existing rules
to domestic policy objectives and needs, for example with the design of the UK’s independent subsidy-
control regime; a more tailored competition regime to new policy needs in the digital markets; or by
adapting the consumer-protection framework for the future. However, any attempts to lower pre-Brexit
levels of protection are constrained by both the lack of public support for lower standards and the legal
commitments that the UK has made with the EU under the TCA.

The level-playing-field provisions within the TCA will mediate any wholesale changes to UK domestic
frameworks. To the extent that future regulatory changes have “material impacts” on trade or
investment with the EU, TCA prohibits “significant divergences” on subsidies, labour and social

standards, environment and climate. 27 If such divergence were to take place, this could lead to
rebalancing tariffs imposed by the other party unilaterally. Given the novelty of these provisions, there is
uncertainty about the precise meaning of what would constitute “significant divergences” and “material
impact on trade and investment”, but it is clear that, in the event of the UK threatening to substantively
change the current rules, the EU would not shy away from testing these provisions with a dispute. With
these safeguards in place, it will be very difficult for the UK to water down environmental and labour-
protection standards to give UK businesses a competitive advantage without facing the very real
prospect of retaliatory action by the EU.

regression” clause prohibiting the UK from
lowering the pre-Brexit levels of domestic
protections on environment and labour; and (iii) a
rebalancing mechanism for instances of “systemic
divergence” across environmental, labour and
subsidy rules, which may lead to the imposition of
retaliatory tariffs.

· International commitments in the area of
state subsidies (WTO), labour standards (ILO)
and the environment (various international
treaties) limit domestic action.
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BBritain may have rritain may have regained its regained its regulatoregulatory autonomy autonomyy, but what the new fr, but what the new freedoms mean in practice willeedoms mean in practice will
depend on the choices the governmendepend on the choices the government makt makes in the mones in the months and years to come. Iths and years to come. In this section, wen this section, we
offer our assessmenoffer our assessment of priorities for the government of priorities for the government as it considers the post-Bt as it considers the post-Brrexit rexit regulatoregulatory ry reformeform
agenda. Wagenda. We pre propose eighopose eight rt recommendations within four priority arecommendations within four priority areas whereas where we think the governmene we think the governmentt
should focus in the monshould focus in the months ahead.ths ahead.

The four areas of focus and eight recommendations for the government are:

5. Looking Ahead: What Is the Future of the
UK’s Regulatory Policy After Brexit?

1. Be strategic about areas in which to pursue
regulatory change. Minimise pointless divergence
for the sake of UK prosperity and the future of
the union. Diverge from the EU only in those
areas where there are demonstrable benefits for
the UK’s competitiveness and greater regulatory
innovation.

Making strategic decisions about divergence

2. Develop a regulatory policy that supports a
long-term economic and innovation strategy.

3. Undertake a comprehensive and independent
review of the UK’s post-Brexit regulatory model.

Updating the UK’s regulatory model after Brexit

4. Audit the UK’s post-Brexit regulatory
governance to prevent regulatory gaps and
divergence by neglect.
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Making strategic decisions about divergence

1. B1. Be strategic about are strategic about areas in which to pursue reas in which to pursue regulatoregulatory changey change

More than five years on from the vote to leave the EU, political incentives pull the government towards
rapid regulatory change that demonstrates the “Brexit dividend”. Across Whitehall, there have been at
least 50 different post-Brexit initiatives considering future legislative and regulatory changes (see
Figures 3-4 and the Annex for the full list). Some of them, such as the freeports initiative, have few
demonstrable economic benefits, but signal that Brexit has been completed. Others try to introduce
greater changes to the inherited body of rules or systems from the EU, such as new procurement rules,
animal welfare legislation, or the review of EU-derived financial-services regulations. In the meantime,
UK regulatory bodies, some of them anxious to make use of their new responsibilities, have been
pursuing various updates to their rulebooks and protocols.

However, with little direction from the centre of government on what regulatory change should seek,
what outcomes to prioritise, and how it addresses the challenges highlighted in this paper, there is a real
risk that the UK ends up with two undesirable outcomes. It might end up with changes that have few real
benefits, pursued by the government because they are relatively costless, such as freeports. Such

5. Monitor the evolution of the EU single market
and constructively engage with future regulatory
changes on the EU side.

Minimising the impacts on the UK internal market
and the union

6. Create a more balanced approach to managing
divergence with the UK internal market

7. Set a clear mission and priorities for the UK as
an independent global regulatory actor.

Developing the UK’s international position as a
regulatory actor

8. Restart active regulatory cooperation with the
EU and its agencies.
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changes are, by and large, pointless: they distract the government from other priorities and more
meaningful reforms.

Worse, the lack of strategy might lead to regulatory changes that not only have few benefits but come at
a price – leading to not only pointless but also painful divergence. For example, UK manufacturers are de
facto required to comply with recently introduced changes to EU chemicals legislation in order to
continue selling into the single market, yet the UK regime, unable or unwilling to consider these changes,

has not responded to them. 28 Such divergence is painful because it adds to the compliance costs
incurred by businesses and it is pointless because the government has no incentive not to choose to
closely align with those changes.

FFigurigures 3–4 – Pes 3–4 – Post Bost Brrexit rexit regulatoregulatory and legislative initiatives, by type and governmeny and legislative initiatives, by type and government-leadt-lead
departmendepartment (t (toptop) and by status (bottom) and by status (bottom))
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We suggest that the government should adopt a two-fold strategy to manage divergence after Brexit. It
should:

(i) Minimise pointless and painful divergence in areas where it is unnecessary and introduces high costs for no
demonstrable benefit.

In areas of regulation and sectors where the economic, political and legal constraints are too significant,
divergence should be avoided. If it cannot be avoided, for example because it emanated from future
changes on the EU side, then it should be proactively managed and minimised by the government. In
areas with a long legacy of common regulation, such as environmental protection or the chemicals
sector, there is no prize in the UK disturbing it for anything except an overwhelming reason of self-
interest.

(ii) Focus on areas where meaningful regulatory change can be achieved.

The government should seize opportunities where divergence is meaningful – in areas where the
potential benefits are substantial and the constraints are limited. In practice, such opportunities will
predominantly lie with fine-tuning aspects of domestic frameworks (e.g. in areas such as competition
policy or subsidy control); pursuing regulatory reform specifically designed to enhance competitiveness
(e.g. in financial services); and in giving UK regulatory bodies discretion to support innovation and
development of specific technological niches.
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Promoting regulatory innovation is one area where the UK can have a meaningful impact and show
leadership beyond its borders. In recent years, the UK has been a leader in supporting innovative
regulatory practices, with initiatives such as the government-run Regulators’ Pioneers Fund or the

regulatory "sandboxes" that have helped nurture the UK’s fintech sector. 29 The work of the Regulatory
Horizons Council also provides an example of how relevant expert groups, with a degree of impartiality
from the government, can guide the government’s priorities in a more evidence-based way.

2. D2. Develop a domestic revelop a domestic regulatoregulatory policy to support a long-term economic and innovation strategyy policy to support a long-term economic and innovation strategy

In some of the cross-cutting areas of regulation where the UK has regained flexibility, there is a case for
reviewing whether current rules are fit for purpose. Some of the frameworks that had been designed in
the EU’s context could, at least in theory, be adapted to the UK’s own circumstances in such a way that
they support the UK’s policy needs and objectives. The UK could, for example, design a subsidy-control
regime that is more permissive than the EU’s state-aid system; a competition policy and enforcement
regime that is more responsive to the needs of digital markets; or a domestic procurement system that
effectively consolidates the complex web of over 400 pieces of EU-derived rules currently on the UK’s
statute book.

However, this is possible only if these choices are considered within the context of the UK’s wider
economic and industrial strategy. If the domestic regulatory reforms are to be meaningful, the regulatory
choices must be guided by long-term objectives for making the UK economy more prosperous and
dynamic. Any serious regulatory reform must be guided by the clarity of policy rationale, not merely the
ability to shake up the regulatory system because it is now within the UK’s gift.

What is important to note is that these opportunities should be no pretext for wholesale deregulation.
Not only would any slash-and-burn approach to regulatory reform be constrained by the EU-UK TCA
(which limits the opportunities for lowering EU-derived standards or substantially diverging from the
pre-Brexit levels of protection), but they would also likely trigger a public backlash.

Updating the UK’s regulatory model post-Brexit

3. U3. Undertakndertake a compre a comprehensive and independenehensive and independent rt review of the UK’s post-Beview of the UK’s post-Brrexit rexit regulatoregulatory modely model

For the past three decades, the UK’s regulatory model has evolved in tandem with the deepening of the
European single market in which the UK played an instrumental role. Now out of the single market, the
UK government, devolved governments and regulatory bodies have gained new powers and
responsibilities in areas that had been previously overseen by the EU. Although the ability to radically
break away from the EU model is limited by practical and political realities, there is an opportunity for
the government to use Brexit to reflect on whether our current regulatory model as a whole remains fit
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for the future. While Brexit itself may be the biggest change to the UK’s regulatory system now, it is
certainly not the only challenge for the current and future regulatory system.

There are at least three other factors that prompt questions about the UK’s regulatory model.

• TTechnological changeechnological change. The pace of technological change, especially in digital markets, presents new
regulatory challenges as well as opportunities for growth that the UK can support and nurture with
the right regulatory environment.

• Long-term structural underperformance of the UK economLong-term structural underperformance of the UK economyy. The UK economy finds itself outside
the single market facing chronic structural challenges – stagnant productivity growth, low business
investment, regional imbalances and the transition to a net zero economy. Regulatory policy can be
a critical component in addressing these challenges.

• GGrrowingowing rregulatoregulatoryy competitioncompetition ininternationallyternationally. The UK finds itself as an independent regulatory
actor in an increasingly contested global regulatory environment, between three main spheres of
regulatory influence – the EU, the US and China – all of which have increasing extraterritorial
effects on British businesses and consumers.

Rather than searching for quick wins to demonstrate the benefits of Brexit, we can treat the departure
from the single market as a catalyst for looking critically at the design of its regulatory framework as a
whole: by asking ourselves what the desired outcomes of regulation are for new digital products, services
and modes of supply; what approaches to risk regulation are in the UK’s long-term interest; and how to
position the UK within emerging global regulatory spheres.

To achieve this, the UK government should undertake a comprehensive and independent review of the
UK’s post-Brexit regulatory model. Such a review must start from a clear understanding of the present
challenges for UK regulation and be undertaken independently of government, with input from UK
regulators, businesses and civil society groups.

4. A4. Audit the UK’s post-Budit the UK’s post-Brrexit rexit regulatoregulatory governance to pry governance to prevenevent divert divergence by neglectgence by neglect

Departure from the EU has had a significant impact on the regulatory architecture of the UK. There are

around 90 regulatory bodies across the UK, excluding local authorities, 30 and most of them have had to
take on a wider range of new regulatory responsibilities – previously carried out by EU institutions and
agencies – at pace and at very short notice. In some areas, these new responsibilities have been given to
existing bodies, such as the Competition and Markets Authority (CMA), which has expanded to prepare
for new responsibilities; in others, the government has established new agencies, such as the Office for
Environmental Protection, although it will not be fully operational before the end of 2021.

The challenge is that in this evolving environment, there are increased risks of regulatory failure and
divergence by neglect. Six months after the UK’s departure from the single market, not all regulatory
functions are ready yet and in many areas the regulators and government are still making sense of their
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new functions and responsibilities, and how their approaches might differ from those of the EU and its
agencies. Regulatory capacity and capability take time to build and many functions will take some time
to implement before the UK has a fully ready post-Brexit regime. To prevent regulatory gaps, the
government should also commission a review of the post-Brexit regulatory governance. Unlike the
review on the future of the UK’s regulatory model, this review should be focused on the "here and now".
It should assess functions and responsibilities that the UK has taken on after Brexit; how they are
managed and shared across the UK; the risks of regulatory gaps; and the potential challenges of the
biggest change to the country’s regulatory landscape in decades.

Minimising the impacts of divergence on the UK internal market and the union

5. M5. Monitor the evolution ofonitor the evolution of EU single-markEU single-market legislation and constructively engage with futuret legislation and constructively engage with futuree
rregulatoregulatory changes fry changes from the EUom the EU

Although the UK is, for the most part, no longer under an obligation to follow future EU rules, it is a
mistake to think that the EU’s future rules and the direction in which its regulatory model evolves will
have no bearing on the UK going forwards. EU rules will continue to shape Britain directly, particularly
through the Northern Ireland Protocol and, indirectly, through the extraterritorial effects shaping
business incentives and choices. Any attempts by the UK government to wholly de-Europeanise UK law
and regulatory frameworks are doomed to fail from the outset. Parts of the UK will continue to adopt
EU rules; UK regulators will continue to look at the activities of their European counterparts; UK courts
will likely informally consult on similar decisions taken by their European counterparts; and UK
businesses will have to comply with relevant EU standards to continue trading in the single market. The
UK needs to recognise the reality in which EU law will still affect the UK after Brexit. Rather than
denying it, it should proactively engage with regulatory changes on the EU side.

The government should develop a clear strategy for engaging with future regulatory changes on the EU
side – it should decide from the outset whether it will choose to voluntarily follow specific areas of EU
law in order to prevent future friction. If it does so, it should be open about its choice and make it clear to
relevant industries and devolved administrations. This would give businesses greater certainty of the
regulatory environment, substantiate the government’s commitment to minimising differences with
Northern Ireland, and give direction to the British diplomats in Brussels, for many of whom influencing
the EU from the outside is much harder than from the inside.

6. C6. Crreate a moreate a more balanced appre balanced approach to managing diveroach to managing divergence with the UK ingence with the UK internal markternal marketet

With the new regulatory responsibilities that the devolved governments hold as a result of Brexit, there
will inevitably be a greater degree of policy and regulatory divergence within the UK internal market.
While the UK government seeks to minimise any practical divergence with the internal-market
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legislation it passed in 2020, and to manage it through UK-wide “common frameworks”, the discretion
that the devolved governments have to pursue regulatory policy in a way that deviates from English
standards might be effectively supressed.

It is clear that the UK does need a new framework for its internal market after Brexit, but
these arrangements will be a source of permanent friction in political relations between Scotland and
Wales and Westminster. But it is equally clear that the current internal-market frameworks are not
adequate and pave the way for the weakening, not the strengthening of the union. As put succinctly by
Stephen Weatherill in a pamphlet for UK in a Changing Europe: “The Act feeds a narrative of the UK as
an involuntary union. The case for independence is simply made: only by breaking free of the UK will

regulatory choices made in Edinburgh and in Cardiff truly be respected and truly operate effectively.” 31

The tensions between internally divergent regulatory choices have not yet been on public display. But
they will become apparent as soon as the UK government acts at odds with devolved regulatory
preferences – for example, when the UK agrees a new trade agreement that requires different standards,
or when the UK government diverges in an area where a devolved government chooses to keep pace with
the EU single-market rules. The UK government should, therefore, consider fairer and more balanced
arrangements for managing policy and regulatory divergence within the UK internal market that are
more sensitive to the diversity of regulatory preferences, without weakening the union.

Developing the UK’s international position as a regulatory actor

7. S7. Set a clear mission and priorities for the UK as an independenet a clear mission and priorities for the UK as an independent global rt global regulatoregulatory actory actor

The UK is now an independent actor in international regulatory policy. It enters an increasingly
contested global regulatory environment in which the EU, the US and China compete in setting new
standards, particularly at the frontier of new technology. Unlike these countries with vast commercial
markets, the UK has more limited market power in which to exert influence over all aspects of
international regulatory policy. For the most part, the UK will be forced to choose between one of the
global standard-setters.

With the right focus and regulatory diplomacy strategy, the UK can play a meaningful role on an
international regulatory plane in two ways:

1. As a regulatory convener in the transatlantic relationship between the US and the EU, offering to
bridge some of the long-standing regulatory differences between two major spheres of influence.
This is a long-term task but one that should be motivated by the UK’s strategic interest in building a
Western alliance to counter the “Beijing effect” – China’s ever-increasing push to set new
technological and data standards beyond its borders.
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2. As a regulatory leader in a small number of strategic niches where the UK has sufficient critical
mass in global markets and regulatory capacity to guide the development of new international
standards. This may be in specific technological niches – for example, gene therapies or fusion
technology – where the UK is globally recognised as a leader, as well as regulatory aspects of the
services trade and financial regulation in particular.

8.8. RRestart active restart active regulatoregulatory cooperation with the EU and its agenciesy cooperation with the EU and its agencies

Although there is a strong case for the UK and the EU cooperating on regulatory policy, the TCA falls
well short of commitments that reflect the interconnectedness of UK and EU markets, and which could
provide a basis for friendly and constructive cooperation. The TCA includes standard provisions aimed at
regulatory cooperation, and a small number of sector-specific commitments in areas such as medicines,
medical devices and vehicle standards.

It is in the interest of both the UK and the EU to develop more active and long-term channels for future
regulatory cooperation between the governments and regulators on both sides. For all their differences
over Brexit, the UK and the EU have shared international interests in areas such as fighting climate
change and promoting a rules-based international order where they can act to support each other’s
objectives. For the UK, promoting active cooperation is not about accepting European rules through the
back door; it is about promoting the UK’s strategic interests. It is also important that regulatory bodies
on both sides try to maintain active cooperation as a means of exchanging knowledge and expertise.
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This list provides an overview of the UK’s legislative and regulatory changes relating to EU law and
regulatory approach, which were announced before the publication. This is not a fully comprehensive list
and does not cover technical amendments to retained EU legislation; secondary legislation; or
administrative decisions taken by UK regulators in response to Brexit.

Annex: Ongoing and Planned Regulatory Post-
Brexit Developments

AArreaea GGovernmenovernmentt
initiativeinitiative

TTypeype SStatustatus LeadLead

Agri-food
(Agricultural
regulations)

Agriculture Act
2020

Legislation Completed DEFRA

Agri-food
(Agricultural
regulations)

Consultation on
the regulation of
genetic
technologies

Consultation Completed DEFRA

Agri-food
(Agricultural
regulations)

New
Environmental
Land
Management
scheme

Policy proposal Ongoing DEFRA

Agri-food
(Animal welfare)

Action Plan for
Animal Welfare

Review Completed DEFRA
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https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2020/21/contents/enacted/data.htm
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2020/21/contents/enacted/data.htm
https://consult.defra.gov.uk/agri-food-chain-directorate/the-regulation-of-genetic-technologies/
https://consult.defra.gov.uk/agri-food-chain-directorate/the-regulation-of-genetic-technologies/
https://consult.defra.gov.uk/agri-food-chain-directorate/the-regulation-of-genetic-technologies/
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https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/action-plan-for-animal-welfare
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/action-plan-for-animal-welfare


Agri-food
(Animal welfare)

Animal Welfare
(Sentience) Bill

Legislation Ongoing DEFRA

Agri-food
(Animal welfare)

Animals Abroad
Bill

Legislation Planned DEFRA

Agri-food
(Animal welfare)

Kept Animals Bill Legislation Planned DEFRA

Agri-food
(Animal welfare)

Consultation on
improvements to
animal welfare in
transport

Consultation Completed DEFRA

Agri-food
(Fisheries
management)

Consultation on
fisheries' remote
electronic
monitoring

Consultation Completed DEFRA

Agri-food
(Fisheries
management)

Fisheries Act
2020

Legislation Completed DEFRA

Agri-food (Food
safety and
standards)

Consultation on
amending
domestic food

Legislation Completed DEFRA
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https://consult.defra.gov.uk/transforming-farm-animal-health-and-welfare-team/improvements-to-animal-welfare-in-transport/
https://consult.defra.gov.uk/transforming-farm-animal-health-and-welfare-team/improvements-to-animal-welfare-in-transport/
https://consult.defra.gov.uk/transforming-farm-animal-health-and-welfare-team/improvements-to-animal-welfare-in-transport/
https://consult.defra.gov.uk/transforming-farm-animal-health-and-welfare-team/improvements-to-animal-welfare-in-transport/
https://consult.defra.gov.uk/marine/remcall/
https://consult.defra.gov.uk/marine/remcall/
https://consult.defra.gov.uk/marine/remcall/
https://consult.defra.gov.uk/marine/remcall/
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2020/22/contents/enacted
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2020/22/contents/enacted
https://consult.defra.gov.uk/food/consultation-on-amending-domestic-food-legislation/
https://consult.defra.gov.uk/food/consultation-on-amending-domestic-food-legislation/
https://consult.defra.gov.uk/food/consultation-on-amending-domestic-food-legislation/


legislation in
England

Agri-food (Food
safety and
standards)

Review into food
labelling

Review Planned DEFRA

Agri-food (Plant
health)

The Economics of
Biodiversity: the
Dasgupta Review

Review Completed DEFRA

Agri-food (Plant
health)

Green Paper on
Biodiversity

Review Planned DEFRA

Cross-cutting
(Competition)

Power to the
People: the
Penrose Report
on competition
policy

Review Completed BEIS

Cross-cutting
(Competition)

Review of the EU
retained vertical
block exemption
regulation

Review Ongoing CMA
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https://consult.defra.gov.uk/food/consultation-on-amending-domestic-food-legislation/
https://consult.defra.gov.uk/food/consultation-on-amending-domestic-food-legislation/
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/962785/The_Economics_of_Biodiversity_The_Dasgupta_Review_Full_Report.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/962785/The_Economics_of_Biodiversity_The_Dasgupta_Review_Full_Report.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/962785/The_Economics_of_Biodiversity_The_Dasgupta_Review_Full_Report.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/961665/penrose-report-final.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/961665/penrose-report-final.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/961665/penrose-report-final.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/961665/penrose-report-final.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/961665/penrose-report-final.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/retained-vertical-block-exemption-regulation
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/retained-vertical-block-exemption-regulation
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/retained-vertical-block-exemption-regulation


Cross-cutting
(Environment)

Consultation on
best available
techniques

Consultation Completed DEFRA

Cross-cutting
(Environment)

Review of UK
emission trading
scheme free
allocation

Consultation Completed BEIS

Cross-cutting
(Environment)

Consultation on
the environmental
principles and
accountability for
the environment

Consultation Ongoing DEFRA

Cross-cutting
(Environment)

Planning Bill Legislation Planned MHCLG

Cross-cutting
(Environment)

Taxation (Cross-
border Trade) Act
2018

Legislation Completed HMT

Cross-cutting
(Environment)

Environment Bill Legislation Ongoing DEFRA

Cross-cutting
(Procurement)

Procurement Bill Legislation Planned CO
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https://consult.defra.gov.uk/airquality/industrial_emissions_bat/
https://consult.defra.gov.uk/airquality/industrial_emissions_bat/
https://consult.defra.gov.uk/airquality/industrial_emissions_bat/
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/uk-emissions-trading-scheme-free-allocation-review-call-for-evidence
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/uk-emissions-trading-scheme-free-allocation-review-call-for-evidence
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/uk-emissions-trading-scheme-free-allocation-review-call-for-evidence
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